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Message from the Chief Technology
Officer
The confidentiality of our client’s information is extremely important to us. Our systems and policies have been
developed to protect our clients’ information as well as our own intellectual property.
We have implemented a comprehensive Information Security Program to prevent unauthorized access to client
information and to protect against evolving threats. We employ a defence-in-depth strategy, which means that
multiple layers of security protect our data assets. The technology layers include firewalls, intrusion prevention
systems, log monitoring, real time alerts, vulnerability scanners, and anti-virus protection.
The technical security solutions are complemented by industry-standard policies and best practices. Need-toknow and principle-of-least-privileges practices are followed throughout the organization. We maintain multiple
industry-standard certifications in diverse service areas. We follow ISO international standards for information
security, business continuity, and service management. Our Information Security Program is continually reviewed
and validated by independent regulatory institutions and third-party security assessments organizations to
ensure that we continue to meet or exceed security expectations.
We actively promote compliance with laws and regulations in various jurisdictions as well as our company
policies. Our security policy and processes are designed to address the requirements of the European General
Data Protection Regulation, which applies to many of our clients as data controllers. We recognize client and
business information security as a top priority.
Thank you for your interest in the Information Security Program at SHL. The security booklet that follows
provides an overview of our program. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the
information security team.
Mark Brincat
Chief Technology Officer

E-Mail: mark.brincat@shl.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CONFIDENTIALITY AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
These materials have been prepared by SHL for the exclusive and individual use of our client companies. These materials
contain valuable confidential and proprietary information belonging to SHL, and they may not be shared with any third party
(including independent contractors and consultants) without the prior approval of SHL. SHL retains any and all intellectual
property rights in these materials and requires retention of the copyright mark on all pages reproduced.
LEGAL CAVEAT
SHL is not able to guarantee the accuracy of the information or analysis contained in these materials. Furthermore, SHL is not
engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or any other professional services. SHL specifically disclaims liability for any damages,
claims, or losses that may arise from a) any errors or omissions in these materials, whether caused by SHL or its sources, or b)
reliance upon any recommendation made by SHL.
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Introduction
SHL stands for great assessment. As the global leader in talent innovation, we help organizations and their
leaders address the most pressing talent priorities by providing an unparalleled view of their workforce. Our
unrivalled assessment service, benchmark data, extensive and analytic technology enable companies to influence
genuine organizational change and drive tangible business outcomes from having the right people in the right
roles at the right time.

This document explains SHL’s approach to information security and describes the processes and
technologies used to protect information and information systems. It answers questions that our clients
regularly ask to satisfy their legal and regulatory requirements.
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Information Security Program
SHL’s operations depend on complex, interconnected information technology systems and networks. To protect
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of these systems, networks, and the data that they store, process,
and transmit, SHL has implemented a layered defence strategy. We rely on technology and human processes to
safeguard our client’s data at all layers of the enterprise.
Our strategy is to balance the strength of our technical controls with their usability. Our strategy ensures
appropriate controls are embedded within the process, starting with design, and moving on to operations. The
goal of the information security team is to counter the security threats to our client information we store,
process, and transmit.

Our Staff
SHL Information Security Officer leads our information technology security team. It consists of a security
engineering, IT security operations, identity and access management, policy and compliance, and business
continuity and disaster recovery expertise. The team’s certifications and involvement with industry forums
demonstrate our proactive approach to understanding the current threats and protecting our environment
against them.
All SHL staff are subject to the SHL Code of Conduct. The Code sets forth the laws and regulations that our staff
need to follow in all countries in which we do business. All staff are required to acknowledge their consent to the
Code and abide by its terms. The Code includes the Company-wide Data Protection and End User Acceptable Use
Policy, which details each employee and contractor’s responsibility around use, handling, and security of all data,
including client data, throughout our business processes.
SHL requires all staff to use our company assets in an effective, efficient, and ethical manner. Our commitment
is to avoid risks to the company or an individual from improper activities as a result of inadvertent or deliberately
improper use. To ensure all staff understand their responsibilities, we have an acceptable use policy in place and
we issue the acceptable use policy to all our staff and contractors.

Information Security Overview

Technology

Anti-Virus

People

Process

Information Security
ISO 27001 Policies

Firewalls
Information Security Officer

Disaster Recovery
ISO 22301 Policies

Vulnerability
Scans

Encryption
Data
Compliance
Specialist

Security
Engineers

Compliance
Experts
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ITIL / Service Management
ISO 20000 Policies

Third Party Audits and Assessments
SSAE 16/SOC 2 Type II
SHL’s commitment to a secure operating environment is demonstrated by our ongoing certification program.
Our systems are located at secure third-party cloud facilities that provides high-availability, flexibility, scalability,
and cost effectiveness to support SHL services. All AWS locations are SSAE 16/SOC 2 Type II compliant.
Further information about AWS compliance programmes can be found here.

Transfer of Data
To provide platform availability 24x7 SHL operates a follow the sun support model with support staff in the UK,
USA, India, and South Africa. This support outside of the EU is critical to supporting and maintaining our online
assessment platform. Whilst this access is limited, we do recognise it is still considered a transfer under
European Data Protection Law. SHL has the Intragroup Agreement in place, signed by all SHL affiliates, which
contains the European Union (EU) Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs) which have been approved by the EU
data protection authorities for the transfer of data outside the EEA. We are also happy to enter into the SCCs with
any clients. Our third-party vendors and service providers are also required to sign up to SCCs in accordance with
Article 46 of the General Data Protection Regulation. All SHL affiliates have the same technical, physical, and
administrative security controls and are required to comply with our data protection policies and procedures,
applicable laws, governing the collection and use of personal information.

Monthly Vulnerability Assessments
SHL employs a CREST certified organisation to perform third-party web application testing across key Internetfacing applications. In addition to common application vulnerabilities, these scan covers the OWASP Top Ten
website security flaws as well.

3rd Party Penetration Testing
SHL have partnered with a Penetration Testing company to complete penetration tests on SHL Applications at
least annually.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
ISO is an independent, nongovernmental membership organization—is the world’s largest developer of voluntary
international standards. ISO International Standards ensure that products and services are safe, reliable, and
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high quality. These standards are strategic tools that reduce costs by minimizing waste and errors and increasing
productivity. They help companies access new markets, prevent trade barriers for developing countries, and
facilitate free and fair global trade.

ISO 27001: Information Security
SHL understands that the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information processed by the organization
is of extreme importance to its current and prospective clients. Furthermore, the intellectual property SHL holds
and the software products it develops are essential to the future success and growth of the company. SHL has
developed and implemented an information security management system (ISMS) and has maintained
certification to ISO 27001 since 2010

ISO 22301: Business Continuity
SHL’s Business Continuity Management process identifies potential threats to the organization and the impact if
these threats materialize. It requires that we build resilience by developing and implementing business continuity
and disaster recovery plans. For these efforts, SHL’s IT department has attained ISO 22301 certification, which
assures our clients that we have robust best practices in place to continually deliver our products and services.
SHL have maintained our ISO 22301 certification since 2014.

ISO 20000: Service Management
SHL’s IT department is also ISO 20000 certified which demonstrates our ability to professionally maintain,
support, and manage our IT services using best practices. ISO 20000-1 is a very broad standard that covers a
variety of areas, such as Incident Management, Capacity Management, Internal Audit Process, Change
Management, and Problem Management. SHL have maintained our ISO 20000 certification since 2014.

External Audit
At SHL, an external audit firm reviews controls annually as part of financial auditing. The control review includes,
but is not limited to, logical access, change control, system documentation, data flow, and change and problem
management.
As part of the SHL Information Security policy and as part of our ISO certifications, we complete external audits
annually.
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Internal Audit
Quarterly, our Internal Audit reviews IT controls throughout our Information Technology system and our
business. These controls include perimeter device admin access and access controls, incident handling and
corresponding service-level agreements, and physical access to restricted areas.

Vendor Assessment
SHL has strong governance controls to assess our vendor partners. We hold third-party vendors to the same high
security standards as our own. The information security team incorporates a risk assessment at the beginning of
every partner or vendor engagement. It performs vendor risk assessments according to the security profile of the
services offered and data shared.

Vulnerability Scanning
SHL’s information security team has established a disciplined, programmatic approach to discovering and
mitigating threats and vulnerabilities. A multifaceted approach to threat and vulnerability analysis and
management is critical because, as defenders, we are committed to protecting against all information attacks.
Two types of vulnerability scans are performed across SHL: web application scans and network and systems
scans.

Cyber Essentials Plus
Cyber Essentials Plus is a UK Government-backed, industry-supported certification scheme introduced in the UK
to help organizations demonstrate operational security against common cyber-attacks. The independent
assurance process works for Cyber Essentials Plus certification through an annual external assessment
conducted by an accredited assessor.
It demonstrates the baseline controls SHL implements to mitigate the risk from common Internet-based threats,
within the context of the UK Government's "10 Steps to Cyber Security".

CSA Security Trust Assurance and Risk (STAR) …. Security on
the Cloud Verified.
In addition to SHL other security certifications SHL are now certified to CSA STAR Security Program https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/registry/?name=SHL. The STAR program enables SHL to validate their cloud
security and provide proof to current and future customers.
This provides further competitive advantage and demonstrates to our clients that following the migration to AWS
our cloud security continues to meet the high standards we have set.
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Data Centre Security
SHL utilises Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) from AWS to provides its assessment services via a technology
infrastructure and support services that provide world class:
•
•
•
•
•

Availability,
Security,
Reliability,
Performance, and
Scalability.

SHL engineers infrastructure with reliability and availability in mind. We have redundant processing systems,
databases, and networks so no single component can bring the system down. At the web service level, our
redundancies allow us to sustain multiple failures before system performance degrades.
Information security policy covers awareness of threats from the environmental to the geopolitical.

Client Data

SHL

SHL Online Platform and Identity / Access Management

Operating Systems, Network and Firewall Configuration

Responsible for Security
in the Cloud

Client side Data Encryption and
Data Integrity Authentication

Server Side Encryption

Network Traffic Protection
(Encryption, Integrity and
Indentity)

Software

AWS

Compute

Storage

Database

Networking

Hardware / AWS Global Infrastructure

Responsible for Security
of the Cloud
Regions

Availability Zones

Edge Locations

For Saudi environment SHL use BluVault instead of AWS - https://cloud.bluvalt.com/#/security-compliance/
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Certification
All of AWS regions are both ISO 27001 and SSAE 16/SOC 2 Type II certified.
Further information about AWS compliance programmes can be found here.
SHL utilises the following AWS regions
Operating Region

AWS Data Site

AWS Backup Location

Europe, Middle East,
India, and Africa

EU: Frankfurt | EU-CENTRAL-1

EU: Ireland | EU-WEST-1

Americas (US, Canada,
Central and South
America

USA: Ohio | US-EAST-2

USA: N. Virginia | US-EAST-1

Australia and Asia

Australia: Sydney | APSOUTHEAST-2

EU: Ireland | EU-WEST-1

China

China: Ningxia | CNNORTHWEST-1

China: Beijing | CN-NORTH-1

Global SHL Operational

Ireland | EU-WEST-1

For Saudi environment SHL utilises BluVault for hosting, Riyadh, and Jeddah.
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Information Risk Management
SHL maintains a comprehensive risk assessment and management capability. Our information security policy
breaks down risk management into three key components: assessment, reduction, and monitoring. The policy
focuses on identifying and documenting risks pertaining to all major business processes at SHL and, wherever
feasible, implementing activities to reduce risk to an acceptable level. The process incorporates several aspects of
the business, from information assets to personnel. Identified risks are reported internally and presented to the
board of directors.
The information security team works closely with all internal departments and product groups, consulting with
technical architects, project managers, developers, and process owners to ensure they perform a review and
properly implement all security controls. The information security team owns, manages, and reviews any risk
identified in this process.
The team performs IT risk assessments on systems and data products that process, store, or transmit
information assets. Business unit managers employ risk assessment and analysis techniques to ensure correct
controls are in place in their area of responsibility.
When an appropriate information owner or asset owner has been determined, the team mitigates risk based on
an assessment that clearly indicates an unacceptable level of risk exists for the information assets under their
control.
The team monitors risk at a frequency commensurate with the potential risk exposure of each business unit.

Risk Management Process
Illustrative

Measure

Assess

Risk
Management

Manage

Evaluate
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Data Protection Program
SHL recognizes the importance of having effective and meaningful privacy protections to govern the collection,
use, analysis, processing, and disclosure of confidential information, including (but not limited to) personal
information. Our data protection program is consistent with our obligations to our clients, and employees under
all applicable data protection laws, including the EU General Data Protection Regulation, and the terms of our
client contracts. All SHL entities have the same technical, physical, and administrative security controls and are
required to comply with our data protection policies and procedures, applicable laws, and the terms of our client
contracts. SHL has an Intragroup Agreement in place (signed by all SHL entities) containing the European Union
(“EU”) Standard Contractual Clauses, which have been approved by the EU data protection authorities for the
transfer of data outside the European Economic Area.
SHL continues to maintain its Privacy Shield certification but SHL does not rely on EU-U.S. Privacy Shield to
transfer data that originated in the EEA or the UK to the US.
SHL maintains a comprehensive and systematic monitoring of data protection practices for business continuity
and ongoing changes to the business. SHL conducts Data Protection Impact Assessments on changes which
may affect processing activities when the processing could result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of data
subjects following the structure below.
Advice of the DPO

Likely to result in high
risks?

(Article 35)

Monitor Performance

(Article 35)

Codes of conduct
(Article 35)

Seek the views of the
data subjects
(Article 35)

(Article 39)

Yes

No

Exception?
(Article 35)

Yes

No
DPIA
(Article 35)

No DPIA Needed

Processing reviewed by
the controller

Residual high risks?
(Article 36)

(Article 35)

No
No Prior
Consultation

Yes

Prior
Consultation

SHL maintains a personal data breach register for monitoring and identification of trends for continuous
improvement activities. This includes a model which indicates where the use of the Incident Response Plan is
necessary against the severity of the breach. Within the Incident Response Plan are the roles and responsibilities
for registration and notification to a supervisory authority and, if appropriate, notification to data subjects
affected in appropriate timescales.
A list of sub-processors SHL utilises to process client data is available in section 8.
With respect to our data protection and data use policy for other public facing activities, which are not directly
covered by this document, please refer to our Privacy Policy at www.shl.com.
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Data Storage Locations
The following table identifies the locations where the various SHL Client platforms store data:
Data Infrastructure
SHL operates its infrastructure globally and determines the primary data storage
location based on two criteria selected by the client:
Platform
Operations and
Services Delivery

•

The on-line assessment platform; and

•

The geographic instance of the selected on-line assessment platform
Please see the data storage location chart below for specifics.

**IMPORTANT: This chart addresses data infrastructure and storage
locations. Questions regarding processing of data for a particular client
should be referred to the Legal Department.
System

SHL Server

Production Data Location

Disaster Recovery
Location

USA

USA

USA

EU

Germany

Ireland

CN

China

China

APAC

Australia

Ireland

Saudi

Saudi

Saudi

EU/USA/APAC

Germany

Ireland

USA

USA

USA

EU

Germany

Ireland

CN

China

China

APAC

Australia

Ireland

USA

USA

USA

EU

Germany

Ireland

CN

China

China

APAC

Australia

Ireland

Development
Coach

EU/USA/APAC

Germany

SHL Online

EU/USA/APAC

Germany

Ireland

Sunstone

EU/USA/APAC

USA

USA

Brainbench

EU/USA/APAC

USA

USA

TalentCentral

MFS

iAssess

Mobilise

Ireland
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Sub Processors
The following sub processors are used by SHL
Sub Processors
**IMPORTANT: This chart only applies to data storage locations. Any questions about the type of
data stored please contact the SHL Legal team.
Type

Product

Description

Data Storage Location

CRM

Salesforce

Store of marketing contacts and
support cases

UK

Email

Microsoft Office
365

Emails to and from SHL (SHL Online
Applications are sent directly from
the platform within AWS)

USA and UK

Customer Contact
Centre – Voice

New Voice
Media

Phone system used for SHL
Customer Support Centre

UK

CSAT Tool

Qualtrics

Customer Satisfaction survey data

UK

Marketing Tool

Eloqua

Sending marketing emails to contacts
who have requested information

Hosting

AWS

Hosting of SHL systems.
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Canada
Germany, Ireland, USA,
Australia, China

Policies and Procedures
SHL’s policies are closely aligned with international standard IS0 27001. This standard was originally developed to
provide controls for best practices in information security and has evolved as a reference to maintain
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information systems.

Access Control
All information networks, regardless of connectivity and whether SHL-owned, leased, or contractor operated,
must be protected from unauthorized access. Information networks include all intranets, extranets, local area
networks, wide area networks, metropolitan area networks, and value-added networks. This policy applies to all
individuals and software programs that access or administer access to information resources.
SHL information resources are essential to its success. Therefore, we grant controlled access to information
resources based on business requirements. The overall strategy is that access is strictly forbidden unless
explicitly granted. There is no implicit right of access.

Asset Management
The asset management policy at SHL defines the requirements for asset classification and controls. An asset is
defined as any tangible or intangible item owned or controlled by SHL. This includes logical assets, such as
intellectual property and data, and physical assets, such as equipment. This policy applies to all users of SHL
assets.
SHL assets must be accounted for and controlled in a consistent manner. These assets are crucial to SHL’s
success and must be protected by the proper controls to minimize any risk of harm, disruption of services, or
disclosure of sensitive information.

Capacity Management
For robust service delivery, information systems must meet anticipated capacity requirements at SHL. The
system’s development and operational teams are responsible for determining anticipated hardware
requirements and capacity and for monitoring system capacity performance. This includes disk usage and size,
network traffic load, load balancing, necessary processing power, and necessary memory requirements.

Data Retention and Destruction
Corporate information in all its forms is deemed to be a SHL asset. As with any asset, protection from theft,
damage, destruction, modification, or unauthorized use is necessary to SHL’s ongoing success. Any SHL
information processing equipment that is to be disposed of or reused must undergo a cleansing process before
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release. The cleansing process must consist of the destruction of the information residing on equipment,
validation of the process, and testing to ensure no data is left on the equipment.
The data destruction policy defines the requirements for the destruction and disposal of electronic media in line
with the requirements of the information security management system. The requirements for the disposal and
destruction of paper records are defined within the information classification policy

Encryption
To safeguard SHL information, we use cryptography as feasible to reduce the risk of disclosure. The task includes
configuring computers with SHL-approved encryption software and approving encryption products and
algorithms to mitigate the risk of data exposure.
All SHL entities utilizing and supporting cryptography ensure they are in compliance with the encryption policy,
ensure that data that is encrypted can be decrypted, and protects keys from misuse or compromise.
All three information classification levels—restricted, confidential, and public data—are encrypted whenever
transmitted externally over any untrusted electronic communication system. Confidential and restricted data are
encrypted for transmission within the internal network and externally to the extent operationally feasible.

Incident Management
SHL’s incident management policy serves as a formal process for reporting, investigating, and analysing all
information security events, weaknesses, and incidents. The policy further ensures that lessons are learned so
preventive controls can be identified and implemented.
In addition to the policy, SHL also has a comprehensive incident response process based on industry best
practice.

Password Policy
At SHL, password complexity is enabled for all user and network accounts. Passwords expire every 90 days with a
password history of the last 24 passwords used. Accounts lock after 10 failed password attempts in a predefined
time period.

Problem Management
SHL has a problem management process based on ITILv3 foundations and best practices. SHL uses this process
to diagnose the root cause of incidents, determine the resolution to those problems, and ensure the resolution is
implemented through appropriate control procedures. Internal and external auditors monitor SHL’s compliance
with the problem management process.
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Change Management
SHL has an ISO 20000 certified change management process based on ITILv3 foundations and best practices. We
document and categorize change requests to monitor and implement hardware and software changes.
All submitted changes go through a weekly change advisory board meeting for review and approval and are
captured and recorded. Internal and external auditors monitor SHL’s compliance with the change management
process.

Account Management
SHL automatically creates and disables unique user accounts based on an employee’s status in our HR system.
Access control follows the principle of least privilege. The employee’s manager requests access to data, elevated
privileges, and other special access through an additional access form. The account management team reviews
the request and processes it after obtaining the appropriate approval.
SHL restricts access to confidential, sensitive, and personal data to individuals on a need-to-know basis, approval
for which must be given by the individual’s manager.
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Software Development Life Cycle
Agile development is an umbrella term for several of SHL’s iterative and incremental software development
methodologies. Agile methodology fundamentally incorporates iteration and continuous feedback to
successively refine and deliver a software system. All processes involve continuous planning, testing, integration,
and other forms of continuous evolution of both the project and the software. They are all lightweight (especially
compared to traditional waterfall-style processes) and inherently adaptable, and they all focus on empowering
people to collaborate and make decisions together quickly and effectively.
Security is integral to the development of SHL products. A software development life cycle follows a security
review process that is part of our overall project management function. Security review includes technical review,
architecture review, security checklists, and formal sign off. The security team defines and provides the standards
and creates secure products for our clients.
We have a comprehensive security testing capability from infrastructure scanning to web application scanning.
We conduct third-party web penetration tests to mitigate threats.
We provide appropriate training for our development staff in secure development, design, and testing of our
products is provided on an ongoing basis.

Software Development Life Cycle

Illustrative

Technical Review

Evaluate

Training and Formal
Sign Off

Scope

Agile
Methodology

Develop

Define

Information Security
Review
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Architecture Review

Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery
SHL maintains business continuity and disaster recovery plans and annually tests these plans. SHL’s business
continuity and disaster recovery program focusses on people, process, and technology throughout events and
post-recovery. It also introduces key preventative dependency technologies such as fault tolerance, high
availability, virtualization, stand by, and extreme replication environments. The integrated business continuity
and disaster recovery program, in conjunction with other organizational information, has also become a key
corporate asset and part of our value proposition.
SHL’s business continuity policy aligns with the industry standard ISO 22301.
Business owners review and update business continuity plans annually or as business processes change. We
base our business continuity and disaster recovery program on portions of a number of standards including ISO
22301, the Business Continuity Institute, ASIS SPC.1-2009, NFPA 1600, and the FFIEC IT guidelines. Business
continuity plans for mission critical and mission essential business processes utilize business continuity teams—
each operating remotely—to maintain business processes during and after incidents. The individual business
process is responsible for determining the composition of the business continuity teams.
Business owners test selected platforms annually for recovery within a predefined service-level agreement.
The system architecture teams develop a solution that leverages the high availability of the cloud.

Security Training and Awareness
SHL trains staff in its privacy and data security policies and procedures. Such training is conducted on an annual
basis at a minimum. All staff are required to take online training modules that cover varying aspects of
information security, physical security, privacy, and other security domains annually. New hires receive training
within three months of joining SHL.
For new staff, these modules are part of the on boarding process. Existing staff must recertify every year. Human
Resources handles course delivery and content, and consults domain subject matter experts for content and
review. We outline our training below.

Preventing Discrimination and Harassment
All SHL staff have a right to expect fair and non-discriminatory treatment, a responsibility to uphold these
standards themselves, and an obligation to take appropriate action when they believe these standards may have
been violated. This training module helps SHL employees better understand and recognize discrimination and
harassment and know the appropriate steps to take when they observe or learn of inappropriate conduct.
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Global Anti-Corruption
We hold all SHL staff to strict requirements to align our business practices with the requirements of US law, UK
law, and other rules governing bribery and corruption. This training module helps SHL employees identify
situations that can raise bribery and corrupt practices concerns.

Global Data Protection
All SHL staff participate in annual data protection training to ensure that staff understand the legal requirements
under the European Union General Data Protection Regulation as well as the data protection requirements of
other jurisdictions, such as the US, Australia, Canada, and South Africa, for the collection, use, storage, and
retention of personal information of our staff, clients, and candidates.

Cyber-Security
We include all SHL staff in training to ensure that our commitment to data security and proper information
practices are part of their understanding around handling client information. Our cyber-security training focuses
on foundational concepts such as internal and external threats to systems and data, and what to do when a
breach happens. Staff will uncover specific ways data and systems can be breached, and learn essential practices
for passwords, email usage and technology to protect digital information and physical access.
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Technical Security Controls
Server Protection
We deploy standard security builds throughout SHL’s infrastructure. Our server builds are based on industry best
practices. Server protection is in line with SHL’s overall strategy of defence in depth. Protection encompasses
server hardening, network security, system integrity monitoring, and auditing capabilities.

Workstation Protection
SHL uses industry standard products to protect workstations. The team deploys anti-virus software on all
systems and installs full disk encryption and host-based intrusion preventions systems (IPS) with stateful firewalls
on laptops. Every workstation has a password-protected screensaver.

Anti-Virus
All devices are run Anti-Virus / Anti-Malware software which covers the following aspects.
•
•
•
•

Machine learning and artificial intelligence detect known and unknown ransomware
Behaviour-based indicators of attack (IOAs) prevent sophisticated fileless and malware-free attacks
Exploit blocking stops the execution and spread of threats via unpatched vulnerabilities
Threat intelligence prevention blocks activities known to be malicious

Intrusion Prevention System
SHL has signature and behavioural-based detections using IPS that are distributed at all Internet inbound and
outbound connections. IPS tuning helps us ensure alerts are real and actionable.

Patch and Vulnerability Management
SHL reviews patches and vulnerabilities regularly and notifies the applicable teams. We provide action items and
remediation activities where applicable. The team rates patches based on risk and exploitability. Based on these
ratings, remediation time frames range from one week to one month.

Wireless Networks
We segment wireless networks as DMZ networks hosted on firewall enclaves independent of server production
networks. In addition, wireless networks also utilize network admission control for role-based access. WPA2
Enterprise with AES-256-bit encryption is used to secure wireless connections.
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Firewall Management
SHL follows a default deny policy for all inbound and outbound Internet connections. Upon request from a SHL
business sponsor, explicit permit statements are enabled to permit access to systems and applications that
provide services directly to remote staff or SHL clients. Permit statements in this context are always configured as
specifically as possible. Permissive permit statements ensure end users and systems are able to access Internet
systems using approved protocols.

Data Loss Prevention
SHL’s data loss prevention policy prevents accidental or intentional leakage of sensitive information and client
data from SHL’s network, thus maintaining our clients’ trust. It works in the background to ensure that sensitive
information and client data is securely handled by using government-level encryption. This encryption also
ensures data confidentiality if a device with sensitive or client data is lost or stolen.

Remote Access / Access to Internet
Remote Access VPN utilizes AES-256bit encryption and requires two-factor authentication before a user can
connect. SHL uses the ZScaler VPN platform over SSL, providing secure access to applications.
Access to Internet is limited via Zscaler ZIA which allows SHL to apply restrictions to the categories of websites
that users can connect to and also provides the additional protection
•
•
•

IPS & Advanced Protection - Delivering full threat protection from malicious web content like browser
exploits, scripts, and identify and block botnets and malware call-backs.
Block zero-day exploits by analysing unknown files for malicious behaviour.
DNS Filtering and Security - Control and block DNS requests against known and malicious destinations.

Secure Communication
By default, all email traffic from SHL systems is encrypted using TLS.
SHL also utilises MS SharePoint and MS Teams to securely share information with clients.

Security Monitoring
SHL undertakes automated and centralized checking of systems, services, and applications to ensure the
effectiveness of the systems. We implement and manage network management and security tools to monitor
and maintain secure systems. We also implement multiple tools to monitor system uptime, confidentiality,
integrity, and availability.
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System and Data Backup
SHL systems run weekly full backups with incremental daily backups. Backups are encrypted when written to an
S3 bucket within AWS region. Backups are transferred securely within AWS region to be used in the event of
Disaster Recovery. Backups are stored for 45 days and then are deleted from the S3 bucket.

Supporting Documents
ISO 27001, ISO 27701, ISO 27018, ISO 22301, ISO 20000 and ISO 9001 Certificates
Our ISO certificates are publicly available document and can be found here https://www.shl.com/en/documents/security-compliance/

SSAE 16/SOC 2 Type II Report
Third-party certificates can be provided upon signing a non-disclosure agreement (NDA).

Web Application Scanning Reports
These documents are company confidential and can be provided upon signing an NDA.

Policies
Specific system policies are company confidential but can be provide selected policies upon signing an NDA.

Review and Maintenance
This policy shall be reviewed by the Chief Technology Officer as is deemed appropriate but no less frequently than
every 12 months.
Any changes to this policy shall be approved by the SHL Legal Department.
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